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Addition. Word Problem Practice. Cuisenaire Roads. The basic parts of a desktop computer are
the computer case , monitor , keyboard , mouse , and power cord. Each part plays an important
role whenever you use a computer. Looking for the old version of this video? You can still view
it here. The computer case is the metal and plastic box that contains the main components of
the computer, including the motherboard, central processing unit CPU , and power supply.
Computer cases come in different shapes and sizes. A desktop case lies flat on a desk, and the
monitor usually sits on top of it. A tower case is tall and sits next to the monitor or on the floor.
All-in-one computers come with the internal components built into the monitor, which
eliminates the need for a separate case. The monitor works with a video card , located inside the
computer case, to display images and text on the screen. Most monitors have control buttons
that allow you to change your monitor's display settings, and some monitors also have built-in
speakers. These can be made very thin, and they are often called flat-panel displays. Older
monitors use CRT cathode ray tube displays. CRT monitors are much larger and heavier, and
they take up more desk space. The keyboard is one of the main ways to communicate with a
computer. There are many different types of keyboards, but most are very similar and allow you
to accomplish the same basic tasks. Click the buttons in the interactive below to learn about the
different parts of the keyboard. The Print Screen key takes a picture of your screen called a
screenshot that you can edit or save using a graphics program. The Escape Esc key allows you
to stop a function or action. For example, if a webpage is taking a long time to load, you can
press the Escape key to stop loading it. The function keys are labeled F1 through F Some
programs use these keys as shortcuts for common tasks. For example, in many programs, F1
opens the Help file. The Tab key is used to create indents in word processing programs. Also, if
you are filling out a form online, you can use the Tab key to switch to the next field. The main
part of the keyboard includes the alphanumeric keys letters and numbers and the spacebar. The
Control Ctrl , Alternate Alt , and Shift keys are designed to work in combination with other keys.
Typically, you hold down Ctrl, Alt, or Shift and then type another key to perform a specific task.
The arrow keys are used for many different purposes, including moving the cursor, scrolling a
document, and controlling a game. The numeric keypad resembles a calculator keypad. Many
users find that it is easier to type numbers using this keypad. On some keyboards, these keys
double as arrow keys. The Enter key executes commands. For example, while on the Internet,
you can type a website address and then press Enter to go to the site. It is also used to start a
new line in word processing programs. Insert : This switches between insert mode which
inserts new text without deleting anything and overtype mode which deletes text after the
cursor as you type. Delete : This erases the character to the right of the cursor. If you want to
learn how to type or improve your touch-typing skills, check out our free Typing Tutorial. There
are two main mouse types: optical and mechanical. The optical mouse uses an electronic eye to
detect movement and is easier to clean. The mechanical mouse uses a rolling ball to detect
movement and requires regular cleaning to work properly. To learn the basics of using a mouse,
check out our interactive Mouse Tutorial. There are other devices that can do the same thing as
a mouse. Many people find them easier to use, and they also require less desk space than a
traditional mouse. The most common mouse alternatives are below. Escape Key The Escape
Esc key allows you to stop a function or action. Function Keys The function keys are labeled F1
through F Tab Key The Tab key is used to create indents in word processing programs.
Alphanumeric Keys The main part of the keyboard includes the alphanumeric keys letters and
numbers and the spacebar. Arrow Keys The arrow keys are used for many different purposes,

including moving the cursor, scrolling a document, and controlling a game. Numeric Keypad
The numeric keypad resembles a calculator keypad. Backspace Key The Backspace key erases
the character to the left of the cursor. Enter The Enter key executes commands. Home and End
These move the cursor to the beginning or end of the current line. Insert and Delete Insert : This
switches between insert mode which inserts new text without deleting anything and overtype
mode which deletes text after the cursor as you type. Page Up and Page Down These scroll a
document or webpage up or down. The mouse is another important tool for communicating with
computers. Commonly known as a pointing device , it lets you point to objects on the screen,
click on them, and move them. Next: Buttons and Ports on a Computer. Our enthusiasm around
all things ACU is reflected in our accolades. We pass that excellence on to our students,
equipping them to achieve top placements and become remarkable leaders. Necessary cookies
are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes
cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies
do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for
the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads,
other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user
consent prior to running these cookies on your website. A National Leader in Student Success.
Best Undergraduate Teaching: No. This website uses cookies to enhance your user experience.
To find out more, read our privacy policy. Manage consent. Close Privacy Overview This
website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out
of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are
essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies
that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in
your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But
opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary
Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. New Product! Click here. Custom made to fit
pickups with a steel floor or for trucks that are in need of a new floor. A screwdriver and tape
measure are all the tools needed for assembly. Call Now These polished stainless tailgate
hinges will add another finishing touch to your Dodge pickup. They're designed to replace your
original steel outer hinges. The parts are laser cut, polished and buffed to a mirror finish then
tig welded and rebuffed to a lifetime luster. Matching attaching fasteners are also available to
complete the look. Now available from new tooling and proudly Made in the USA. These much
needed stake pockets will replace your torn and rusted original Dodge Lowside stake pockets.
They are die stamped to shape and laser trimmed to size so the builder can use them in any
position on the box. The rear crossmember brace is included. These stake pockets as well as
chain brackets and hinges are in stock and ready to ship. To order call Bruce Horkey's Wood
and Parts or e-mail us at sales horkeyswoodandparts. Plus shipping. This is a superior exterior
wood coating formulated with ultra-violet absorbers, providing a high quality flexible finish that
withstands the elements. There's nothing like the rich beauty of stained wood. In addition to
high quality bedwood kits , we offer precision formed and assembled boxsides , front bed
panels , crossmembers, tailgates, tailgate covers, tailgate hinges, tailgate latches and tailgate
chain sets, roll pans, tail lights and many custom parts. We also offer pickup front and rear
fenders, running boards, hoods, doors and many replacement body parts in steel and
fiberglass. Whether you have a daily driver or a full on show truck, give us a call to discuss your
needs. Our knowledgeable staff will help you get the right parts for your truck. For more about
Horkey's Wood and Parts click here. Our Terms. Pigeon Forge TN. Polished and buffed
stainless stack screens made as original. See our display at the following events. We try to get
out and meet the public and give you a chance to see some of the products we offer. We can
deliver parts to these events for you. Please call at least one month ahead of the show so we
can be sure to make room for your parts. Call or write for any events not yet scheduled.
Occasionally, we are fortunate enough to purchase unique and exotic hardwoods. Contact us
for a quote for that special award winning floor for your truck. Click on the pictures to see full
size photos. HTML Plain text. News Letter Shows. See our display at the following events We try
to get out and meet the public and give you a chance to see some of the products we offer.
Click here for more information and to view. The site is secure. Share sensitive information only
on official, secure websites. We noticed your internet browser is not supported. Please update
your browser to ensure your payment is secure. Please enable cookies before continuing. Click
here for important information. Are you a former military member or former federal employee
that has to pay a debt to Department of Defense? By clicking on the send button, you are
agreeing to send the above information to Pay. This information will assist us in resolvi
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ng issues you may be experiencing. Your information will not be shared or used for any other
purpose. Click here to continue using this page. Warning We noticed your internet browser is
not supported. Warning Pay. Department of Veterans Affairs. Did you receive a medical bill
statement from the U. Department of Veterans Affairs? Pay it right here. Small Business
Administration. Did you receive a payment notice Form from the Small Business
Administration? United States Coast Guard. Pay a Merchant Mariner User Fee. Do you have to
pay your U. Defense Finance and Accounting Service. Internal Revenue Service. Do you need to
apply for a tax exemption under Section c 3 of the Internal Revenue Code? Apply right here.
Treasury: Debt Management Services. Pay a Delinquent Federal Nontax Debt. Do you need to
make a payment toward your federal debt case or payment agreement? What would you like to
do? See all options. Use my Access Code Get started. All form fields except phone number are
required.

